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THE SIDE-STREAM
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The Separator-Thickener BIOSTRAINER® is a machine that ensures long-term functionality and 
reliability of the MBR ultrafiltration systems.

Biostrainer®, thanks to the Dynamic-Tangential Filtration technology, definitively solves the problem of 
fibrous and filamentous materials (such as hair) present in the biological sludge.
Fibrous and filamentous materials cannot be screened by filters with perforated plates, wedge wires and, 
more in general, static filtering meshes.
Fibers, hair and filamentous materials deposit on the MBR systems membranes, making their operating 
difficult and causing the ultrafiltration system to rapidly become soiled. 
The Separator-Thickener BIOSTRAINER® is installed as a biological sludge recirculating system and 
it can almost completely remove all the fibrous and filamentous solids, allowing a remarkable time 
extension between the MBR cleaning processes.

Il Separatore-Ispessitore BIOSTRAINER® è una macchina che 

Biostrainer®, grazie alla Filtrazione Dinamico-Tangenziale, risolve in 
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DYNAMIC-TANGENTIAL FILTRATION:
THE BEST TECHNOLOGY POSSIBLE.

Biostrainer®’s conception is simple, but extremely efficient: it stops the fibrous materials that the others 
would let through.

The main feature and the uniqueness of Biostrainer® have a specific name: Dynamic-Tangential Filtration.
Basically, the biological sludge crosses the rotating filtration surface tangentially instead of orthogonally, as 
it does in the other filters. This guarantees great advantages. The angle of incidence between the influent 
and the filtering media, combined with the continuous disks rotation, allows to separate the materials 
contained in the biological sludge.

Static orthogonal fi ltration

Wedge Wire

Dynamic-Tangential Filtration

Biostrainer®

Perforated Plate
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All it takes is to look at our plus to understand the uniqueness of Biostrainer® and see the 
deep difference between us and our competitors.
  
100% Stainless steel
The machine is entirely built in stainless steel, to keep the 
resistance unchanged over the years.

Total fibrous material separation
Biostrainer® is designed and manufactured for the complete 
separation of the fibers.

Dynamic-Tangential Filtration
The inclination to the influent crossing surface guarantees the 
excellence of the filtration.

Exceptional mechanisms
All the internal mechanisms are designed to guarantee 
extraordinary performances.

Simple to use
The machine has an intuitive and totally autonomous working principle.

100% Acciaio inox

Filtrazione Dinamico-Tangenziale
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WHAT IS SIDE-STREAM 
FILTRATION.

In case of low effi  ciency of the primary treatments, the use of Biostrainer®, with a 
fi ltration grade from 0,5 to 0,7 mm, ensures the fi ne screening of the biomass.

Biostrainer®
Side-Stream Filtration

MBR Recirculation

Ricircolo MBR

MBR Recirculation

Ricircolo MBR

Biological Treatment

Main Fine Screening

UF SYSTEM
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BIOSTRAINER® 
VS OTHERS.

Filtering Media SS square fi ltering meshes Perforated plate - Wedge wire

Lam

Working Principle

Prin

Dynamic-Tangential Filtration

Filtrazione Dinamico-Tangenziale

Static fi ltration

Filtrazione statica

Filtration Effi  ciency
0,5 ÷ 0,7 mm 1 ÷ 2 mm

Backwash

Controlavaggio

Not required

Non necessario

Highly required

Fortemente necessario

Screened Material

ale Raccolto

Thickened sludge with presence of fi bers

Fang

Standard screened material
without presence of fi bers

Materiale raccolto standard

The Side-Stream Filtration Maximum effi  ciency Severe clogging

Ostruzioni gravi

Biostrainer® Others
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BIOSTRAINER®:
ALWAYS THAT 
EXTRA BIT.

Overfl ow fl anged pipe

Inlet fl anged pipe

Level probes for automation

Easily replaceable gaskets

Washing Ramp
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Openable covers

Electric panel installed on board

SS square fi ltering meshes

Discharge hopper

Tramoggia di scarico

SEW Movimot shaft drive

Outlet fl anged pipe

Flanged drain pipe
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CASE
HISTORY.

Biostrainer® modello BR 1001 installato presso l’impianto 
gestito da SERVIZI AMBIENTALI di Borghetto Santo Spirito.

Filtrazione Side-Stream su n. 1 linea comparto 
biologico prima di ultrafiltrazione tramite MBR

 0,5 mm

20 m3/h

2250 m3

96 ore

 da 0,3 a 0,5 m3/d

 materiali fibrosi e filamentosi 
(peli, capelli)

frequenza di pulizia delle membrane e 
relativi costi di gestione ridotti del 50-70%

Biostrainer® model BR 1001 installed at SERVIZI AMBIENTALI WWTP, in Borghetto 
Santo Spirito. 

Application: Side-Stream Filtration on n. 1 line biological section, before MBR ultrafiltration

Filtration efficiency: 0,5 mm

Treated flow rate: 20 m3/h

Volume of treated biological section tank: 2250 m3

Full tank total screening time: 96 hours

Volume of screened material: from 0,3 to 0,5 m3/d

Type of screened material: fibrous and filamentous material (hair)

Obtained result: 50-70% reduction of cleaning operations frequency and 

connected costs 
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MBR WITH AND
WITHOUT BIOSTRAINER®.

MBR without Biostrainer®

MBR with Biostrainer®

High presence of fibrous material, with consequent 
distortion and clogging of the membranes.

Almost total removal of fibrous material, with 
consequent cleaning and restoration of the proper 
membrane structure.
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Nuove Energie srl
Via della Meccanica 23/25
36100 Vicenza Italy

Tel +39 0444 963453
Fax +39 0444 960959

info@nuoveenergie.it
www.nuoveenergie.com
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